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In this article we discuss the use of the thermal lens technique for investigating the thermal
properties of polymers as a function of temperature. It is also discussed how the experimentally
determined thermal lens parameters can be used to locate the glass transition in polymers. The
methodology is tested using a solution casted films of poly~vinyl chloride! as a testing sample. A
comparison with conventional differential scanning calorimetry data is made. It is proposed that the
current transient thermal lens methodology, with minor changes in its experimental configuration,
could be adapted to develop a new methodology called differential thermal lens scanning especially
designed for the investigation of the phase transitions in polymers. It is shown that this new
methodology could be equally used for the measurement of the thermal expansion coefficient, above
and below the glass transition. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1333737#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades we have witnessed the deve
ment of a number of techniques for nondestructive cha
terization of the thermal, optical, and structural properties
materials based upon the so-called photother
techniques.1–5 The photothermal techniques are essentia
based upon sensing the temperature fluctuation of a g
sample due to nonradiative deexcitation processes follow
the absorption of modulated or pulsed light. Apart from ha
ing been extensively used in the optical and thermal cha
terization of a wide spectrum of materials, ranging fro
semiconductors6 to glasses7,8 and biological specimens,9,10 a
growing number of applications of these photothermal te
niques have been used for investigating the different ph
cochemical properties of polymers,11–13 as well as how the
processing conditions14–17 of these materials affect the
physical properties. Despite this growing interest and the
portance of the applications of these techniques to the p
mer research area, so far the photothermal measurem
have been carried out mostly at near room-temperature
ditions. This apparent limitation is essentially dictated by
fact that most of the photothermal polymer measureme
reported so far were based upon the use of the photoaco
technique. In a conventional photoacoustic experime
setup, the sample is enclosed in an airtight cell and expo
to a chopped light beam. As a result of the periodic heat
of the sample due to light absorption, the air pressure ins
the cell oscillates at the chopping frequency and is dete
by a sensitive microphone coupled to one of the cell’s wa

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
mlbaesso@uem.br
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The use of an electret microphone is the main reason w
applications to polymers have been restricted to near ro
temperatures.

In this article we discuss the use of an alternative p
tothermal technique for measurements of the thermal pr
erties of polymers as a function of temperature. The p
posed technique is based upon the use of the thermal
~TL! technique.18–20 The thermal lens effect was first ob
served by Gordonet al.,18 and it consists basically on th
observation of the changes induced in the refractive inde
a sample as it is heated by an incident laser beam. The
ergy absorbed by the sample is converted, in part or
whole, into heat by nonradiative deexcitation processes.
temperature disturbance thus creates a spatially depen
change in the refractive indexn of the sample. This spatially
dependent refractive index turns the light beam propaga
region within the sample into a lens-like medium for th
light beam. In the cases where]n/]T is negative, as in mos
liquids and gases, the thermal lens is a diverging le
whereas when]n/]T is positive one has a beam focusin
Thus by measuring the resulting spreading or focusing of
incident laser beam one can evaluate the thermo-op
properties of the sample. The room-temperature thermal
technique has proven to be a valuable method for investi
ing not only the complete thermal and spectroscopic prop
ties of transparent materials,21–24 such as glasses and poly
mers, but also for the sensitive monitoring of the kinetics
fast chemical reactions,25 percolation in microemulsions,26

and dynamics of water-surfactant interaction.27 Since the
thermal lens technique is an intrinsically remote techniq
the measurements on a sample placed inside a harsh envil:
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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2221J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 89, No. 4, 15 February 2001 Rohling et al.
ment presents, in principle, no extra difficulty.28–30 It is pre-
cisely this aspect we take advantage of to carry on the t
mal properties measurements of polymers as a function
temperature.

II. EXPERIMENT

There are several experimental configurations for
thermal lens spectroscopy. Of these, the two-beam m
mismatched experimental configuration has been shown31–33

to be the most sensitive one. Accordingly, we have reso
to this configuration for our temperature dependent ther
lens measurements. The mode-mismatched thermal len
perimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 1. An A1

laser ~Coherent Innova 90 Plus! operating at 514.5 nm is
used as the excitation pumping beam and a He–Ne lase
the probe beam. The sample is positioned at the waist of
excitation laser beam, where the power density is maxim
The excitation beam was focused with af 1525 cm lens
(L1), and the sample was positioned at its focal plane.
sample exposure to the excitation beam is controlled b
shutter. The probe beam was focused using a conver
lens (L2) with focal lengthf 2515 cm at an anglea,1.5°
with respect to the excitation beam and centered in orde
maximize the thermal lens signal. The probe and excita
beam radius at the sample were 153 and 53.5mm, respec-
tively. The excitation beam was incident on a detector (D1)
which was used for triggering. The adjustable mirro
M3, M4, andM5 were employed to produce a long optic
path ~'2 m! from the sample to an iris mounted in front o
detector (D2). The output signals from the triggering dete
tor and the probe beam detector were fed into a digital
cilloscope. All data acquisition was microcomputer co
trolled. In all experiments the thermal lens signals we
recorded during approximately 30 ms. The sample opt
absorption coefficient at the pumping beam wavelength
determined by measuring the Ar1 laser transmitted power a

FIG. 1. Two-beam mode mismatched experimental configuration.
Downloaded 13 May 2013 to 150.163.34.35. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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detectorD1, as a function of the incident power, using th
same experimental configuration without the simultane
He–Ne laser illumination.

The testing sample used in this work consisted of 2
mm thick 12 mm diameter disks of poly~vinyl chloride!
~PVC! films. The PVC films were prepared using a 20 0
molar weight PVC powder~Aldrich!. The films were cast
from a 6.5% ~w/w! 1.2-di-chloroethane solution at room
temperature over a flat clean glass substrate. For the the
lens experiments the samples were removed from the
strate and placed inside a temperature-controlled minio
with a hole in its center allowing the access of the la
beams. Finally, in order to validate and evaluate the sens
ity of the proposed method we have also carried complem
tary measurements of the samples specific heat, using
transient heat method,34 and differential scanning calorim
etry ~DSC! for the evaluation of the glass transition tempe
ture.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2 we show a typical transient TL signal for th
PVC sample for a pumping beam power of 75 mW at roo
temperature. The solid lines in Fig. 2 correspond to the d
fitting to the theoretical curve. The mode-mismatched
configuration theory is treated in details in Refs. 22, 32, a
33. In the derivation of the model, which considers the a
errant nature of the thermal lens effect, the following a
sumptions have been made: the excitation and probe be
are TEM00 and Gaussian: the sample should satisfy
Beer’s law; the detection of the intensity of the distributio
of the probe beam in the detector is undertaken in the Fre
region; and finally, in order to have the same temperat
rise distribution in the direction of the laser propagation, t
sample thickness should be shorter than the confocal
tance of both the excitation and probe beams. This mo
may be summarized as follows. As a result of the pump
beam absorption by the sample, a local temperature ris

FIG. 2. Typical transient TL signal for the PVC sample for a pumping be
power of 75 mW at room temperature. The solid line corresponds to the
fitting to Eq. ~1! leaving u and tc as adjustable parameters. The valu
obtained wereu5~0.079160.0009! and tc5(5.5060.06)ms.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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produced within the sample. The change of the sample
fractive index with the temperature produces a lens-like e
ment within the heated region. A weak probe beam pro
gating through this heated region will experience an opt
path length change, resulting, in turn, in a variation of
intensity at the beam center. The resulting change of
center probe beam intensity,I (t), due to the TL effect can be
expressed as

I ~ t !5I ~0!H 12
u

2

3tan21F 2mV

112m1V21@~112m!21V2#~ tc/2t !G J 2

,

~1!

where

m5S v1p

ve
D 2

, V5
z1

zc
, z1!z2 , tc5

ve
2

4D
. ~2!

Heretc is the characteristic thermal lens time constant,ve is
the excitation laser beam radius at the sample, defined a
radius for which field amplitude in the Gaussian beam
fallen to e21 of its axial value,D5k/rc is the sample ther-
mal diffusivity, r its mass density,c the sample specific hea
andk its thermal conductivity. The parameterzc is the con-
focal distance of the probe beam,z1 is the distance betwee
the probe beam waist and the sample,z2 is the distance be
tween the sample and the detector,v1p is the probe beam
radius at the sample, andI (0) is the value of the probe beam
intensity att50. The TL transient signal amplitude param
eteru in Eq. ~1! is given by22

u52
PAL

klp

ds

dT
with L!Zc . ~3!

The parameteru is approximately equal to the phas
difference of the probe beam atr 50 andr 5veA2 induced
by the thermal lens.P is the excitation beam power,A is the
sample absorption coefficient at the excitation beam wa
length,lp is the probe beam wavelength, andds/dT is the
temperature coefficient of the optical path length given b

ds

dT
5~n21!

1

L S dL

dTD
T0

1S dn

dTD
T0

, ~4!

wheren andL are the sample refractive index and thickne
respectively, at the initial temperatureT0 . The above expres
sion fords/dT involves both sample dilatation and refractiv
index changes with temperature. According to Refs. 22
35 it can be rewritten as

ds

dT
5~n21!~11n!aT1

dn

dT
, ~5!

whereaT is the sample linear thermal expansion coefficie
n its Poisson ratio, anddn/dT is the temperature coefficien
of its refractive index. Equation~5! can be further simplified
if one uses the Clausius–Mossotti relation to calcul
dn/dT. One gets:22
Downloaded 13 May 2013 to 150.163.34.35. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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ds

dT
52S n21

6n D $@~n11!~n212!22n~11n!#3aT

2~n11!~n212!f%, ~6!

where f is the polarizability temperature coefficient. W
note that in Eqs.~1! and~2! the parameterszc ,ve , andv1p

are determined by spot size measurements, whereas th
rametersz1 and z2 are determined by the experimental g
ometry. We are thus left with only two unknown paramete
namely,u and tc which can be determined from the time
resolved TL signal data fitting. Knowingu and tc , we can
readily find bothds/dT and the thermal diffusivityD. The
values of the laser beam profiles and the geometric par
eters used in the current TL experiments wereve5(5.35
60.02)31023 cm, v1p5(15.2960.06)31023 cm, zc

5(2.7860.02)cm,z15(4.9460.02) cm,m5(8.1760.07),
andv5(1.7860.04).

The solid curve in Fig. 2 corresponds to the data fitti
to Eq. ~1! leavingu and tc as adjustable parameters. For t
room-temperature PVC sample data shown in Fig. 2,
values we got from the data fitting wereu5~0.079160.0009!
and tc5(5.5060.06)ms. The corresponding value of th
thermal diffusivity, obtained from the characteristic timetc ,
was D5(1.2960.03)31023cm2/s. In particular, we note
that the value we have found for the PVC thermal diffusiv
at room temperature agrees quite well with those reporte
the literature,36 namely, 1.231023 cm2/s. The same proce
dure was carried out at the different temperatures of inte
up to 70 °C. For each temperature adjusted in the oven,
experiments were done at seven different excitation la
powers. We remind the reader that in the thermal lens
periment a change in the refractive index from the be
center to the beam edge necessary to obtain a detec
signal requires a very small temperature change of the o
of 1022 to 1023 °C,18 which can be considered insignifican
as compared to the minimal scanning step used~0.1 °C! in
this study. Finally, comparing Eqs.~3! and~6!, we note that
the fact that the value we have found foru is positive means
that the thermal expansion component ofds/dT in Eq. ~6!
dominates over the polarizability contribution.

In Figs. 3 and 4 we show the resulting temperature
pendence we got for the thermal diffusivity and the norm
ized thermal lens signal parameteru of our PVC samples,
respectively. Now the TL measurements give us only
values ofD and u so that additional measurements of t
specific heat and mass density are needed in order to ob
the thermal conductivityk. We remember thatk is related to
D by k5rcD. The specific heat of our PVC samples we
measured using a homemade calorimeter based on the
sient heat method.34 As to the temperature dependence of t
PVC mass density we have used the literature values.36 Us-
ing the measured values ofc andD together with the tabu-
lated values ofr, we have calculated the thermal conducti
ity k. In Fig. 5 we show the resulting temperatu
dependence of bothc andk. At room temperature, the valu
we got for k was ~1.8760.03! mW/cm K, which is close to
the value reported in the literature,36 namely, 1.6 mW/cm K.
The solid line in the plot ofc represents the smoothing of th
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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experimental data, whereas in the plot ofk the solid line is
the product of the smoothed data forr, c, andD. From the
values of u/P and k, together with the known36 room-
temperature values ofn51.546,dn/dT521.14.1024 K21,
andn50.38, one can estimate the room-temperature ther
expansion coefficientaT from Eqs.~3! and ~5!. We gotaT

56.931025 K21, which is in very good agreement with th
one reported in the literature.36

The behavior of the thermal conductivity of amorpho
solids presents considerable difficulties due to the absenc
long-range order in these systems. For example, the avai
experimental data indicate that in contrast to the thermal c
ductivity of crystalline bodies, the thermal conductivity
amorphous solids has no low-temperature maximum, and
a rule it increases with a rise in temperature. In the cas
amorphous polymers, the typical feature37 is that up to the
glass transition temperature the thermal conductivity
creases with a rise in temperature and aboveTg it begins to

FIG. 3. Thermal diffusivity of the 200mm thick PVC films as a function of
temperature. The solid line represents the result of the experimental
fitting to two Lorentzians.

FIG. 4. Thermal lens normalized signal amplitude parameteru of 200 mm
thick PVC films as a function of temperature. The solid line represents
fitting of the experimental data.
Downloaded 13 May 2013 to 150.163.34.35. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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decrease. This behavior ofk nearTg has been explained b
Eierman.38,39 His reasoning is based on Debye’s model f
the thermal conductivity in whichk is given by

k5 1
3rcv̄sl, ~7!

where v̄s is the average sound velocity andl is the phonon
mean free path. Eierman assumed that the mean free pa
amorphous substances coincides, in a first approximat
with the mean distance between two neighboring atoms,
wrote the average sound velocity asAK/M where K is the
elastic constant characterizing the bonding force betw
two neighboring atoms with masses M1 and M2, with m
equal to (M11M2)/2. Making these substitutions into th
Debye’s expression it follows that the thermal conductiv
essentially scales withAK/M. Accordingly, one should then
expect that aboveTg the thermal conductivity should de
crease due to the decrease of the elastic constant caus
the intermolecular interaction. In our case the decrease o
thermal conductivity observed in Fig. 5 occurs at rough
55 °C. Furthermore, above 65 °C, the thermal conductiv
data shown in Fig. 5 exhibited an increase with increas
temperature. This behavior in the fluid phase is in agreem
with the general feature of the temperature dependence o
thermal conductivity of an amorphous material, for which
increases with a rise in temperature, as mentioned ab
Finally, we note that the data shown in Fig. 3 for the therm
diffusivity is also in close agreement with the predictions
Debye’s model. According to this model the thermal diff
sivity is related to the average sound velocity byD5 v̄sl /3.
Thus the features of theD as a function of temperature ar
essentially reflecting the corresponding changes in the so
velocity. The results of numerous experimental inves
gations40 carried out at low and high frequencies have sho
that the sound velocity in polymers depends linearly on te
perature and that only at those points where the mode
molecular motion is changed does the temperature co
cient of the sound velocity change discontinuously. Thus

ta

e

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the specific heat and thermal con
tivity of our PVC films. The solid lines represent the smoothed experime
data.
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unfreezing of one or another type of molecular motion c
be accessed from the kink in the temperature dependenc
the sound velocity. The temperature dependence of the t
mal diffusivity shown in Fig. 3 is clearly exhibiting this fea
ture. The temperature at which one observes the sh
change in the slope ofD occurs at roughly 55 °C in reason
able agreement with theTg value found from the therma
conductivity data. In Fig. 6 we present a typical different
scanning calorimetry~DSC! curve for our PVC samples
This result indicates that the glass transition region of
PVC samples extends from 58 °C to roughly 67 °C with
peak atTg562.5 °C, in agreement with the marked chang
of both D and u/P in this temperature range as shown
Figs. 3 and 4.

To get further insights into the observed temperature
pendences, as well as to understand how the thermal
measurements may be used for analyzing glass transitio
polymers, we have next carried out a best fitting of our d
to some sigmoidal type of functions so that the data could
represented by a continuous differentiate curve. In doing
we first note that the experimental data of bothD and u/P
exhibit a marked change of their temperature dependenc
the vicinity of 60 °C. This is clearly seen, for instance,
Fig. 4 in which around this temperature the curve seem
go through a small saturation followed by a sudden jump
further increasing the temperature. A similar change in
temperature dependence around 60 °C is also noted in
thermal diffusivity. Accordingly, we have divided the the
mal diffusivity and theu/P data into two sets, correspondin
to temperatures below and above 60 °C, and carried out
data fittings on each temperature region separately. For
thermal diffusivity,D, each set was best fitted to a Lorent
ian function of the form

y5y01
A

p

w/2

~x2x0!21~w/2!2 . ~8!

For the normalized TL signal amplitude,u/P, the data fitting
was done using the same type of Lorentzian function
temperatures below 60 °C, and a logistic function of the fo

FIG. 6. Differential scanning calorimetry of our PVC sample.
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y5A21
~A12A2!

11p~x/x0!n ~9!

for the data set corresponding to temperatures above 60
The solid curve in Figs. 3 and 4 represent the results of th
piecewise data fittings.

The somewhat complex temperature dependence of
D andu/P may be better understood by looking at the te
perature derivative of the adjusted data. In Fig. 7 we sh
the result we got for@1/(u/P)#d(u/P)dT, as a function of
temperature. It tells us that on increasing the tempera
@1/(u/P)#d(u/P)/dT increases, goes through a peak arou
56 °C, then decreases very sharply to a minimum at roug
61 °C, to finally reach a maximum at 64 °C. This plot, whic
is in close resemblance with that of the DSC shown in Fig
reflects quite well the PVC glass transition. This result
indeed not as surprising as it may look at first glance. In
DSC experiment one has a reference material, the samp
be probed, and a predetermined heating~or, cooling! rate is
imposed to the system for undergoing a given tempera
excursion. A servosystem makes the sample to follow
temperature of the reference and the heating power dif
ence between the sample and reference is recorded. Th
since dT/dt is fixed, one senses essentiallydQ/dT. The
similarity between the behavior of@1/(u/P)#d(u/P)/dT and
the DSC curve, as seen from Figs. 6 and 7, suggests tha
TL technique can indeed be used to perform an equiva
differential scanning technique, namely, a differential th
mal lens scanning, in which we set a given heating rate
measure the rate of change of the thermal lens signal.
resulting signal of this scanning technique would bedu/dt
5(du/dT)(dT/dt), that is, proportional todu/dT, and can,
according to the above discussion, provide us informat
regarding the onset of the glass transition. To explore
potentialities of this scanning technique we look at the
havior of du/dT on temperature.

The temperature derivative ofu, as given by Eq.~3!,
may be written as

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the temperature derivative of the
mal lens signal amplitude parameteru, normalized to the pumping powerP,
@1/(u/P)#d(u/P)/dT, showing the onset of the glass transition.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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du

dT
5uH aT2

1

k S dk

dTD1
1

ds/dT S d~ds/dT!

dT D J . ~10!

Equation~10! indicates that, knowing the temperature depe
dence ofu, k, anddn/dT, one cannot only identify the glas
transition but also determine the sample’s thermal expan
coefficient as a function of temperature.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have demonstrated the usefulness
the thermal lens technique for the measurement of the t
mal properties of transparent polymers as a function of te
perature as well as for the determination of their glass tr
sitions. The transient thermal lens signal data fitting yie
two parameters, namely, the thermal lens amplitude par
eteru and the characteristic time constanttc . From the value
of tc , the thermal diffusivity is straightforwardly obtained
The temperature dependence of bothD andu give us infor-
mation on the glass transition. The latter, however, is m
clearly seen by plotting the temperature derivative ofu as a
function of temperature, as demonstrated in Fig. 7.

By exploring the similarity between the temperature d
pendence ofdu/dT and the results of conventional DS
measurements we were led to suggest that, with m
changes, the current transient thermal lens technique c
be adapted to perform a so-called differential thermal l
scanning for locating the glass transition temperatures
polymers. When complemented with specific heat and
fractive index measurements, this thermal lens scann
could also be used to determine the sample’s thermal ex
sion coefficient, above and below the glass transition te
perature. The proposed thermal lens scanning would be
ried out by setting an adequate heating rate, and recor
the transient thermal lens signal every, say, 100 ms. Here
note that a typical thermal lens transient lasts for, s
roughly 50 ms, as can be seen in Fig. 2. Taking these typ
numbers, and using a heating rate of the order of 3 K/m
one would get an average of 20 thermal lens transients e
0.1 K temperature change. Using the results so obtained
u, du/dT, andD, together with the corresponding values
c, we could then not only locate the glass transition but a
calculate the room-temperature thermal expansion co
cient.

As compared to conventional DSC the proposed ther
lens temperature scanning technique requires no refer
sample, thereby avoiding the eventual time lapse, and th
finite time interval, during which the reference continues
temperature excursion while the sample temperature s
behind. In contrast, in the thermal lens scanning the o
point to be considered is the adequate choice of the hea
rate. This should be such that, at each TL transient s
thermalization within the sample is ensured. For the spec
geometry used in our experiments on PVC, thermalizatio
reached within a time interval of the order of 60 ms. Furth
more, since the temperature fluctuation within the sam
during each TL experiment is of the order of a few m
accurate measurements very close to phase transitions
envisaged. Finally, it should be mentioned that the ther
Downloaded 13 May 2013 to 150.163.34.35. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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lens technique is an intrinsically remote local probe. T
aspect suggests the possibility of performing thermal prop
ties homogeneity investigations in a given sample. We
lieve that the simplicity and the remote character of the th
mal lens methodology may render this technique and
proposed thermal scanning as valuable alternative tools
the thermal characterization of a wide range of polymers
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